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RAMON SATYENDRA
CONCEPTUALISING EXPRESSIVE CHROMATICISMIN
LISZT S MUSIC

Behind the long-standing controversy about whether Liszt should be regarded
as a significant innovator or a mere effects-monger is an implicit agreement
that 'unexpected flashes of detail" are central to his style.* Many analysts have
focused on surveying unusual details in Liszt's music, and in their work one
finds taxonomies of scale types, descriptions of harmonic oddities, and the
identification of Hungarian traits.2The rough picture of Liszt's style given by
these analytical surveys has been considerably refined in recent work
employing Schenkerian and linear perspectives.3These later studies illuminate
the significance of unusual surface detail through an appeal to considerations
of deep structure. While taking structure to be the explanandum
of surface
has given us important new insights, it does downplay the notion of
'unusual surface detail' that guided the first wave of studies. So a problem
raised by the early studies remains to be addressed: how can the intuition that
unusual surface detail is stylistically and theoretically significant be explicated
analyticallyin a satisfyingway?
As a partial response to this vast question, this article investigates a specific
type of expressive detail that Liszt favoured throughout his career: a pitch
transformationin which a musical segment is repeated with one or more notes
inflected4by a semitone - inflected
repetition
for short (Ex. 1).5The first quarter
Ex. 1 'Station 1' from ViaCrucis,
bars 1-7
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* This article is an expanded version of a paper read on 4 November 1993 at the
sixteenth annual meeting of the Society for Music Theory.
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of the article considers what Ernst Kurth refers to as the 'colouring' and
'tinting' effects of nineteenth-century pitch inflections, and argues that
inflected repetition was attractiveto composers because it was an ideal means
of heightening the impact of these expressive effects.6The second part of the
article adopts a historicist perspective: it evaluates the relationship that Liszt's
interest in ancient Greek music theory, and in contemporary metaphors of
musical speech and organic process, might have had with his use of inflected
repetition. The next section looks at inflected repetition from the perspective
of compositional craft:7it draws upon Schoenberg's analysis of eighteenthcentury compositional practice,8 and a theoretical construct, chord
to
demonstrate an inherent linkage between the use of inflected repetition on the
one hand and chromatic foreground chord changes - as well as deeper-level
changes of harmony (vis. tonicisation and modulation) - on the other.
Through a close analysis of inflected repetition's syntactical role in the
'Csardas Obstine', the last quarter of the article addresses a central theoretical
question raised by Patrick McCreless and Leonard Meyer: in what ways can
we attribute a diachronic structure that is independent of tonal syntax to crossreferenced motives in later nineteenth-century music?'°The notion of inflected
repetition provides a window into significant elements of Liszt's style; just as
the technique of developing variation is revealing of Schoenberg's broader
compositional concerns, so we shall see that inflected repetition is revealing of
Liszt's.
spaces9

I Expressive Pitch Inflections and Kurth's Idea of Musical
Colour
A distinction can be made between ornamental and substantive types of
inflected repetition. In the former, inflections appear as momentary expressive
details;in the latter, they play a significant role in structure or design. Ex. 2a
illustratesthe ornamental type. Although the inflection of D to D# is essential
to the expressivity of the cadenza, it has no strong reverberationselsewhere in
the work." This kind of ornamental use reflects an operatic convention that
one sometimes hears at the emotional highpoint of vocal cadenzas: Ex. 2b
shows an instance from Donizetti's 'I:Elisird'amore'.In Ex. 2a, Liszt has
adoptedthis convention for a solo piano piece.'2 The context is quite different
in the opening of the Liszt Sonata, in which inflected repetition takes on a
more substantive role. Here it is thematic: twenty-four semitonal
transformationsof the opening G scale are distributed throughout the work.
Ex. 2c cites one pair from the opening, Ex. 2d another from a later majormode climactic arrival. Edward T. Cone notes a similarly substantive use of
inflectedrepetition in Berlioz's music (see Ex. 2e):

(C)
Blackwell Publishers Ltd. 1997
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It is true, for example,that the contrastbetweenthe majorand minor sixths
is a constantfeatureof this symphony[SymphonieFantastique].But it is equally
true, as a glanceat otherworksby Berliozwill show,thatthis motifis a hallmark
of his melodic style. Examples15a, b and c, are drawnrespectivelyfrom the
Requiem,Romeo and 7uliet, and The Damnation of Faust. Each one exhibits,in
transposition,the ALG, A-G of the Fantastic.'4
Cone's identification of inflected repetition as a Cmotif' in Berlioz's music
suggests that it was not only Liszt who adopted the procedure in a substantive
way, and across a range of works.ls
Ex. 2
(a) Liszt, 'Apparitions',No. 1, bars 85-8

(b) Donizetti, L]Elisirdnamore,
Ricordiedn, p. 2351512
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(c) Liszt, Sonatain B minor,bars 1-7
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(d) Liszt, Sonatain B minor, bars 673-6

(e)Berlioz,Symphonie
fantastique,firstmovement,bars 87-94
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Although the substantive type is perhaps more analyticallyinteresting than
the ornamental, it is important to acknowledge the roots of the former in the
latter. The musical evidence of Ex. 2 indicates that composers found the
striking expressive effects afforded by inflected repetition to be attractive, even
in its merely ornamental form. Further evidence of this appears in the writings
of Ernst Kurth. In Romantische Harmonik, Kurth extensively considers
expressive chromaticism and, interestingly, includes examples of inflected
repetition to support his views. In a section devoted to alteration, Kurth
considers what he terms 'harmonic shading' (Die Klangschattierung)from
Wagner's Das Rheingold(Ex. 3a).16His psychological interpretation, with its
elaborate metaphor of light for sound, portrays subtle chromatic shifts as a
source of'colouring effects', and markedly differs from the structure-oriented
interpretationsof chromaticism in currency today:17
Even a slight wisp [alteration]darkensand discolours them [the harmonies of the
High Romantic style]. A slight darkeningoften depresses the whole mood with a
single chromaticallydeviating tone, and can at times evoke wonderful shadings of
faint melancholy, especially in Tristan.
... harmonic shading is an especially noteworthy offshoot of the extensive
alterationtechnique, one of its refined consequences applied, above all, in service
of unique artisticcoloring
effects.It is not so much a matter here of the distortive
destructive effects of alterationbut ratherof a luminescent
and tintingelement.l8

Ex. 3 Examplesfrom Kurth,Romantische
Harmonik:
(a) Das Rheingold,scene 4
(Kurth'sEx. 75)
Um dich, du kla-res,

(b) TristanundIsolde,Vorspiel,
bars 17-18 and 94-5
(Kurth'sExs. 76-7)
wir nun kla-gen:

t;77;Sqjffhes! y !qFf!
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Though his focus is not on inflected repetition (he does not specifically note
the procedure), IRurthnonetheless significantlyprovides an example of it here
by choosing an excerpt with parallel construction. The second bar repeats the
first nearly exactly, except for the lowering of F to Fb.His choice of example is
apt, as the 'colouring effect' of an alteration is well illustrated by comparing a
given passage with an altered replica of itself. The near identity of the
segments being compared places into relief the sole varied element: what
Kurth refers to as the 'chromatically deviating tone'. Further on, Kurth
acknowledges this symbiotic relationship between alteration and parallel
repetition by directing us to compare parallel versions as a way of evaluating
t

Blackwell Publishers Ltd. 1997
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the effect of another 'harmonic shading', now from Tristan(Ex. 3b):
If the two harmonizations
of the motiveare set side by side ... the strongfading
effect [in the secondversion]becomesimmediatelyapparent,which, compared
with the f1rstversion,is evokedby the chromaticloweringof F#and a to F and
aS.l9

Kurth's choice of inflected repetition to illustrate 'harmonic shading' implies
that he saw the technique as ideally suited for highlighting the colouristic use
of chromaticism. Indeed, the comparison of nearly exact and differently
shaded versions of a passage side by side - the cognitive process invited by
inflected repetition - is something of a 'colour' perception experiment. One
might speculate that the prominence of inflected repetition in Liszt's works,
both in its ornamental and substantive forms, ties in with the kind of
colouristic sensibility detailed by Kurth.
The general question of whether inflected repetition produces a colouring
effect in music is trivial, for it always does; the interesting problem is
evaluating whether the effect is emphasised to the point where it becomes a
salient musical feature - becomes what a passage seems to be 'about'.
Addressing this problem involves more than pitch relationshipsin the score - it
involves listening habits. Ernst Kurth describes his hearing of semitonal shifts
colouristically; he refers to the shift of F to FAin Ex. 3a as 'one of the most
glorious colour diffractions'.20 And two recent broad-based studies of
Romanticism in music argue that the composers of Liszt's time had musical
colour very much in mind. Leonard Ratner's RomanticMusic:Sound and
Syntax examines 'the interaction between new colour values of sound and
traditional processes of syntax with respect to Romantic musical form'.21In
The RomanticGeneration,Charles Rosen notes 'the music of the Romantic
generation is more intimately bound up with the aural experience than that of
the previous ages'; of Liszt he writes 'tone colour is even more important in his
music than in that of Berlioz ... Liszt's feeling for sound was the greatest of
any keyboard composer's between Scarlatti and Debussy, and he surpassed
them in boldness'.22The colouristic use of inflected repetition reflects the rise
of interest in 'sound itself' among composers of Liszt's generation; it should
not be regarded as an isolated technique, but rather as one of many ways in
which 'sound itself' comes to the fore in nineteenth-century music.23
One antecedent for the Romantics' colouristic use of ornamental inflected
repetition is the eighteenth-century practice of expressivelyshifting from major
to minor, or vice versa; in this technique, scale degrees 3, 8 and/or 5 are
inflected. Although this kind of modal interchange is customarily associated
with Schubert, everyone used this device - including Liszt. But what Liszt did
that was particularly innovative - and reveals the extent of his interest in
colouristic effects - was to extend the principle of modal interchange to
include other sonority types, such as the augmented and diminished. Ex. 4 pits
MusicAnalysis, 16/ii (1997)
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EX.5 Sonorityvariation
(a) Reductionof 'Station2'
Station2',
1-8

+

9-14

15-31

#°Sht1 ° I' '#°
major

augmented minor

'Station3,1-5

a

#°

E

diminished

(b) Reductionof'Aux Cypresde la Villa d'Este' (3/4), troisiemeannee
I-32

1+ # {}

3348

49-62

@ k;net1L
I S l}

augmented

major

63-86

87-106

I ##lI

minor

107-29

I killULiC
| #8§

131-2 14

| 3

diminished major

I

(c) De Profundis,bars 483-95, winds and stringsonly (piano part omitted)
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variation. That Ex. 5c is colouristically conceived is evident from the
arrangement: the massed chords in the winds accompanied by sweeping,
keyboard-wide arpeggios (not shown) maximally project the sensuous
harmonic effect of the shifting between augmented, minor and major
.

.

sonorltles.

My pointing out a connection between sonority changes, semitonal shifts
and small-scale formal repetitions in Ex. 5 obviously falls short of being a
theory of musical colour. However, it does suggest that the affective experience
of colour is relevant to an evaluation of inflected repetition's musical role even in cases where 'sonority variation' occurs in ways more complex than the
straightforwardcontrast between commonly used sonority types.

II Ancient Greek Music Theory and Metaphors of Speech and
Organic Process
Of course 'colour' is only one of the ideas that might have stimulated the
imagination of nineteenth-century composers. Culturally and historically
remote ideas also laid claim to the attention of Liszt and his contemporaries.
Istvan Szelenyi associates ancient Greek music theory with instances of
melodic inflected repetition in Liszt's 'Csardas Obstine' and 'Bagatelle ohne
Tonart'.28He argues that these and other Liszt works exemplify a Greek notion
MusicAnalysis,16/ii (1997)
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termed Metabolewhich Liszt writes about in a sketchbook entry dating from
1855-6. Metabolerefers (interalia) to a melodic transformation in which one
or both of the interior notes of a tetrachord are inflected.29Szelenyi's claim of
Greek influence has two parts. First, he derives tetrachordal rotations of a
'Gypsy' scale from a 'Greek' tetrachord composed of a third and two quartertones. Ex. 6a shows two examples of Szelenyi's derived 'chromatic tetrachords
(I)', one of which is the parent or 'Greek' tetrachord (as reckoned in the
twelve-note tempered scale). Second, he argues that the juxtaposition of
inflected variants of any tetrachord instantiatesMetabole,even if the tetrachord
is not type I. Ex. 6b cites a tetrachordal transformation of this kind.30His
analyses refer to yet another tetrachord type which he derives from the Gypsy
and harmonic minor scales: the 'Locrian minor tetrachord (II)' (Ex. 6a).
Though he does not consider the type II tetrachord to be Greek, he argues
that it is transformedin Greek-likeways.
Ex. 6
greek/ locrian
chromatic m [lo

18

too

9

gypsy/
chromatic
(I)

o"e

1;,9So

o"_OFolll+<l

#

I

I

o

II

l-

I

II

While it is reasonable to conclude that Liszt was actively interested in Greek
music theory, a strong association of inflected repetition with Metabole
understates the extent of Liszt's cosmopolitanism. Indeed, Liszt was open to
all kinds of influences, whether from extramusical sources, folk music or his
fellow musicians - perhaps more than most composers of his generation. But
even putting issues of stylistic confluence aside, a theory of Greek influence
must somehow come to terms with the linkage of inflected repetition to
contemporary compositional practices. In this light, one of Szelenyi's
conclusions seems overly strong: 'Once we recognised the chromatic and
Locrian minor tetrachords we had the key which opened the door to the
understandingof the late works of Liszt'.3l
Though Szelenyi associates these tetrachords with Greek and 'Gypsy'
influences,they are perhaps as much a consequence of Liszt's harmonic style.
Ex. 6c shows that a disjunct combination of chromatic tetrachords produces a
mode equivalent to an augmented triad with auxiliary notes; and of Locrian
tetrachords,with a diminished seventh chord with auxiliary notes. Tetrachord
types I and II, then, would naturally arise out of the use of melodic
diminutions with the diminished seventh chord and augmented triad: both
emblematic Liszt sonorities.32The influence of Greek theory, to whatever
extent it might exist, is thus couched within features that are native to the
tonalidiom of Liszt's time.
vBlackwell

Publishers Ltd. 1997
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Two contemporaneous ideas - music as speech and the organic metaphorprovide yet further contexts for understanding Liszt's interest in inflected
repetition. Dahlhaus notes that Liszt's fascination with musical transformations of various types corresponds with the 'speech-like' quality of his
programme music: 'It is precisely in the unlimited alterations which a motive
may undergo - in rhythm, key, tempo, accompaniment, instrumentation,
transformation and so forth - that make up the language which allows us to
use this motive to express thoughts and, in a manner of speaking, dramatic
action.'33Inflected repetition in 'Vallee D'Obermann' illustrates this statement. The scalar theme and its trichordal subunits are constantly reworked in
this monothematic, programmatic work. Ex. 7a shows that the 'speech-like'
(recitando)introduction in the 1842 version inflects motives to prepare the
statement of the principal theme at bar 23 (not shown).34In the 1855 version,
the exposition is reworked to incorporate inflected repetitions of the principal
theme itself.35They appear at the beginning, middle and end of the first
seventy-fourbar unit, as shown in Ex. 7b. (Insofar as the B Minor Sonata also
features inflected repetitions of a G scale as an intracompositional motif, it
can be regarded as a sister piece to 'Vallee D'Obermann.') The 'perpetual
transformations'36
in 'Vallee d'Obermann' mirror Senancour's observation that
'toute forme change, duree s'epuise', which Liszt cites in the preface to his
composltlon.

Ex. 7 'Valleed'Obermann'
(a)
*,># #! #!
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D'Obermann's building of motivic and thematic transformations from
common submotivic elements is of course reminiscent of Beethoven. What
Liszt brought to this tradition was the idea of 'marking for consciousness'
primary submotivic elements through expressive inflection. For example, the
expressively charged inflected repetitions of dyads in the first cadence in the
Second Piano Concerto (Ex. 8a) are reworkedinto themes, themselves related
by inflected repetition in a thematic transformation (Exs. 8b and c). These
three passages (Exs. 8a, b and c) are marked for consciousness in yet another
way: they are the only dominant regions in the Concerto prior to the dominant
pedal point preceding the recapitulation:

bar:

381
Ex.8c

207
Ex.8b

8
Ex.8a

regions) V
A major: V (other

421

396
(pedalpointsection)

I

V

(otherregions) V

tonicrecap.

Hence the occurrences of inflected repetition are more than decorative
melodic elements - they mark the main structuralpillars.
The organicist metaphor supplies another context for conceptualising
inflected repetition. Liszt writes:
Art, like nature, is made up of gradualtransitions,which link togetherthe
remotestclassesand the most dissimilarspecies.... In nature,in the humansoul,
and in art,the extremes,opposites,and highpointsareboundone to anotherby
a continuousseries of variousvarietiesof being, in which modificationsbring
aboutdifferencesand at the sametime maintainsimilarities.37
An examination of a passage from Liszt's last symphonic poem provides an
analytical interpretationof Liszt's comments.38'The most dissimilar species' the hexatonic39and Ionian octave species shown in the first and seventh rows
Ex. 8 Piano ConcertoNo. 2 in A minor
(a)
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Table 1 Hexatonic-to-Ioniantransformationin von derWiege
biszumGrabe,
bars 58-102
bars

pitch reduction

comments
on thesemitonal
inflection

A# A

hexatonic point of origin

1.

58-68

2.

69-73 C# B# A# G# F# E# I)# in the descant, the unorderedA-BIw

C#

F# E# I)

melodic dyad, which is repeated four
times in bars 58-68, is inflected to Al>-BIw
at bar 69 to begin the sequence of
inflections that continues to the
recapitulationat bar 102

3.

74-6 C# B A G# F# E I)# 74-6 repeats70-3 withinflections

4.

77-87 C# B A G# F# E I)

addDh

5.

88-90

C

6. 91-101

C

7.

B

A

G# F#

add Ch

A

G

add Gh

F# E

102 C B A G F

E D

addFF- C ionian,pointof arrival

respectively of Table 1 - are 'bound one to another by a continuous series of
various varieties of being', i.e. the transformations shown in the intervening
rows. The 'modifications [that] bring about differences and at the same time
maintain similarities' are the semitonal transformations described in the
rightmost column of the Table.40Ex. 9 illustrates this: it shows some of the
music that corresponds with the second and third rows of Table 1. This
Ex. 9 'Zum Grabe' (von

der Wiegebiszum Grabe,bars 70-77)
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passage, which projects a sense of gradual metamorphosis
by means of a
systematic use of semitonal shifts, illustrateshow Liszt's
organicist sensibilities
might be correlatedwith specific kinds of musical
transformation- particularly
inflected repetition.

III The Connection between Chromatic Harmony and
Repetition4l

Inflected

The natural connection between chromatic harmonic
motion and inflected
repetition stems from a general principle of melodic variation
which might be
termed the 'nearest note' principle. It is applied as
follows: when a melody
repeats over a change of chord, vary the melody by
displacing the note(s) that
clash with the new harmony by the smallest possible
interval(s) and hold all
other notes as common tones. Inflected repetition
may result from an
application of this principle if a chromatic change of chord
occurs. This is
because when a chord shifts chromatically, at least one
chord note in the
melody will probably need to be displaced by a semitone
to bring it into a
suitablerelationshipwith the changed harmony.42
Two High Classical compositional practices, described
by Schoenberg as
the'law of the shortest way' and 'preservationof rhythm
and contour' supply a
historical context for the nearest-note principle. If these
two practices are
observed, the nearest-note procedure results; and if they
are observed in
conjunctionwith a chromatic harmonic movement, inflected
repetition tends
toresult. Hence inflected repetition, rather than being
a device Liszt imposed
on tonal structure by artful means, actually
grows directly out of
compositionalhabits of Classical-periodcomposers.
The 'law of the shortest way' holds that 'each voice will
move only when it
must;each voice will take the smallest possible step
or leap, and then,
moreover,just that smallest step which will allow the other
voices also to take
smallsteps'.43 The 'law' produces voice-leading
movements by chromatic
semitonein chromatic chord connections. Ex. lOa shows that
a 'shortest way'
connectionof a G#minor to G major triad would contain two
semitonal
shifts:
G#
to G and D# to D. In Ex. lOb an inflected repetition
results because when
themelodic repetition is varied to follow the harmonic
change, (i) 'the rhythm
andthe contour are preserved',44and (ii) the voice
leading implied by the
melodymatches that of the 'shortest way' paradigm
(of Ex. 1Oa). The
chromaticsemitones (GFG and DFD) in the paradigm
are the inflected
melodicnotes.
Schoenberg considers the preservationof rhythm and contour,
and the 'law
ofthe shortest way', only in the context of diatonic
harmonic patterns particularly
the connection of tonic to dominant forms. To
consider these
ideasin chromatic contexts, like that of inflected
repetition, requires some
(C)
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Ex. 10 (a)
4##8 @8 1
(b) Consolation No. 1, bars 9-1 6
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theoretical extensions. Adjusting the idea of a hierarchical 'pitch space' to
model foreground chord-to-chord connections allows for a general
representation that suitably encompasses both diatonic and chromatic
contexts.45As we will see shortly, the resulting 'chord spaces' perspective
allows us to interrelateRomantic chromatic with Classical diatonic practice.
Ex. 1la shows a 'chord space' as a three-level pitch hierarchy:Level 1 - the
chord root; Level 2 - the chord notes; and Level 3 - pitches from a diatonic
mode that supply notes around the chord notes. Unlike Lerdahl's unique
'classical tonal space', here a number of hierarchical representations are
availablefor any given chord, depending on what mode is used to f1llin Level
3. In this respect, 'chord spaces' are context-dependent.
Musical transformations can be conceived of as mappings between chord
spaces. For example, voice-leading moves in a chorale texture can be
conceptualised as mappings between Level 2 pitches.46And, relevant to the
topic at hand, inflected repetition can be conceptualised as mappings between
Level 3 pitches. Ex. lla shows 'chord spaces' for dominant seventh chords
with roots C, A and F#. The upper stave of Ex. 1 lb f1rst shows the motive
C-D-E-G, which uses notes from the top matrix of Ex. 1la. Following the
motive are two variants that are determined by taking notes from
corresponding positions in the second and third matrices. For example, in the
first matrix, the note F in the fourth column of Level 3 maps to the similarly
positioned note F# in the second matrix. Ex. llb shows that the melodic
segment C-D-E-G in the f1rstmatrix would map to CkD-E-G in the second,
MusicAnalysis, 16/ii (1997)
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Ex. 1 1 (a) Dominant sevenths with roots C, A
and

F#

C dominant seventh
level I
level 2
level 3

(C)
C
C

E
E

D

G
G

F

B;

A B;

A dominant seventh
level I
level 2
level 3

C#
C# D

E
E

A
A
A

G
F# G

B

F# dominant seventh
level I
level 2
level 3

(F#)
F#
F#

E
D# E

A#
A#

G#

B

(b)Inflected repetitions,based on (a)
level 3 connections

level 2 connections

(c)Tonic
levelI (C)
level2 C
level
3
C

D
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E
E

G
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(d)Dominant
levelI
level2
level3

(B)
B
B C

F
EF

D
D

(e)
Motivic transformations,based on (d), (e) and (f)
mapping between
different modes:
inflected repetition

mapping
of a mode
to
itself

source
motive

(i)
Major submediant

level
I
level
2
level
3

C#
C# D
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and then to CFDFE-G# in the third. As shown, this corresponding-position
mapping defines an inflected repetition.
Exs. 1 lc-f compare the kind of traditional diatonic practice considered by
Schoenberg with the chromatic practice of inflected repetition. The chord
spaces in Exs. llc and d show one possibility for connecting a tonic and
dominant form. The first two entries of Ex. 11e show that, under a
corresponding-position mapping based on Exs. 11c and d, the melodic
segment C-D-E-A-G would map to D-E-F-C-B - an unproblematic
transformation from the standpoint of Classical stylistic norms. This kind of
diatonic mapping, which commonly occurs, is essentially like the 'inflected
repetition' mapping described earlier: in both instances, Level 2 defines a
possible set of voice-leading connections, Level 3 a possible corresponding
melodic transformation. The difference is, inflected repetition calls for a
'modal mapping' between modes derived from chromatically related
harmonies, rather than a simple mapping of a diatonic mode to itself.47This is
shown in the third entry of Ex. 1le, which is derived from the chord space of
Ex. 1lf. In short, Ex. 1le illustrates the similarity between Classical-era,
diatonic compositional habits and the chromatic practice of inflected
repetition.48The rise of inflected repetition and the rise of chromatic harmony
can be conceptualised as coextensive.
The wedding of melodic themes to chromatic harmonic patterns transpositional sequences, semitonal progressions or non-cadential patterns
emphasising root movement by thirds - is a central feature of Liszt's music.
This emphasis on chromatic harmony placed new demands on melodic style.
In thematic statements, often the formal rhetoric of the Classical sentence or
period is retained, even while adventurous harmonic possibilities are being
embraced.49In such instances, the burden of articulating formal functions including exposition, transition and closing- is shifted to melody, given the
weakening of harmonic syntax that attends the use of unusual harmony.
Melodic repetitiveness provides a ready solution to the problem of articulating
formal shape: the balanced symmetry conferred by repetitions serves to offset
the form-obscuring tendency of irregular harmony. Since inflected melodic
repetition and chromatic harmony naturally go together (as just discussed), it
is no surprise that inflected repetition appears in the expository, thematic
sections of Liszt's chromatic idiom, in passages that feature internal repetition.
The first expository thematic section (bars 35-96) of Liszt's first symphonic
poem Ce qu'onentendsur la montagneillustrates the use of melodic inflected
repetitions as a counterbalance for weak harmonic syntax. The lower stave of
Ex. 12 shows that the supporting harmonic progression is non-cadential: it
consists of a descending minor-third root movement (EXC-A-F#).50Since the
progression is chromatic (and because the 'nearest-note variation' principle
discussed in the earlier section is in force) the implied voice leading between
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Ex. 12 Ce qu'onentendsurla montagne
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chords is almost entirely semitonal.51The melody shown in the upper stave
contains four variants related by inflected repetition: one for each principal
chord. This four-fold repetition contributes to the effect of gradually
accumulating tension that underlies the work's first wave-like build-up,
extending from bar 35 to the climactic arrivalupon the tutti theme at bar 97.
Since the harmony is tonally centrifugal, the impression that this section is
expository and relatively stable (in the intraopus context) depends on the
balanced melodic repetitions.
Melodic inflected repetition accompanies not just chromatic changes of
chord (as noted in Exs. 10 and 12) but also changes of harmony at deeper
structural levels - that is, tonicisation and modulation. There is a theoretical
tradition in which semitonal inflection is viewed as a means of changing
keynote: Zarlino notes that 'it is possible ... to change one mode into another
by putting the note B-flat in the place of B-natural'53;Rameau, in his
discussion of modulation, notes that by 'simply adjusting the sharps and flats,
we find the intervals of the key which correspond'54;and Schenker notes that
'frequently a chromatic contrast is used' to initiate a shift away from a
'diatonic system', something he terms 'modulation by chromatic change'.55
'Simply adjusting the sharps and flats', as suggested by Rameau, does not in
itself produce a good modulation. Key-defining harmonic progressions are
needed as well to undergird melodically expressed shifts of scale system. Since
such progressions substantially influence the design of modulating passages,
the symmetrical, near-exact repetitions that characterise inflected repetition
are, in general, not compatible with them. Indeed, modulations often do not
incorporate symmetrical repetition of earlier material. Schenker's example of
'modulation by chromatic change' (WTC II, Prelude in Eb Major, bar 19)
features a transitional passage which, though fashioned from preceding
figuration as expected in Bach's preluding style, is not a parallel repetition of
anything before. And even when modulations do involve parallel repetition,
recomposition rather than inflected repetition is the norm. For example, in

t) Blackwell Publishers Ltd. 1997
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parallel periods - in which the antecedent moves to the tonic and the
consequent to a perfect cadence on the dominant - the ending of the original
phrase is usually substantially recomposed in the answering phrase, and the
recomposed segment typically begins near the location of the modulatory
accidental.56Even when repetition is maintained to what would seem to be the
maximum extent, new features appear near the cadence. The Andante from
Haydn's 'Surprise' Symphony is paradigmatic;in its opening eight-bar period
the modulatory C-FfG phrase (bars 7-8) replaces the descending dominantseventh arpeggio (F-D-B-G) in the antecedent (bars 3-4). In the somewhat
infrequent case in which inflected repetition is incorporated in a modulation,
recomposition is still usually involved. For example, although the modulation
in the opening period of Schubert's 'Heidenroslein' is signalled by a bona fide
inflected repetition (C# substituting for C) of bars 1-2 in 5-6, it is established
through the telescoped recomposition of bars 3-4 in 7-10.
Ex. 13 (a) Gretchen
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In contrast, strict inflected repetition - in which the
answering phrase
appears nearly identical to the original one in such a way
as to feature the
parallelism of the original note with its inflected counterpart suppresses the
element of recomposition just discussed. This idiosyncratic
way of fashioning a
modulation was explored by Liszt. In Ex. 13a the melody
repeats exactly,
except for the substitution of DFfor DS - quite unlike the
case of the opening
period of Haydn's 'Surprise'.57In Ex. 13b, the gentle
ushering in of the
dominant with B# replacing B is like the effect in Ex. 13a,
although the
inflected repetition is not thoroughgoing (it breaks off on the
second beat of
the penultimate bar). Ex. 13c shows that, after a brief
transitionalpassage, the
piece concludes with an inflected repetition (bracketed)
that transforms a
remote harmonic digression into a cadential approach to the
closing tonic. In
Ex. 13c, the sense of return is not simply a function
of thematic and tonic
return; the attentive listener will appreciate that what
also returns is the
process of inflected repetition that
characterisedthe opening gesture (shown in
Ex. 13b).
An inventive kind of modulation in Liszt's
introductions does not involve
motion from one key to another, but from tonal ambiguity to
tonal clarity.Exs.
14a and b show that the first two phrases of the Sonata,
through a process of
alteration,lead into the pitch collection of Ex. 14c: inflected
notes are shown
asopen noteheads. (My Ex. 14c is derived from the
passage shown in Ex. 14d,
withoutthe metrically unstressed B and D#.) When the EW
appears in Ex. 14c,
thediminished seventh harmony in B minor is expressed
(as beamed) and the
senseof suspended tonality dispelled. The G minor
implication of the opening
phraseis retrospectivelyunderstood as deceptive and the B;
of Ex. 14a as A#,
the leading note in B minor.58 In this dramatic
introduction, inflected
repetitioncreates the effect of emerging tonal definition.
Ex.14 Piano Sonatain B minor
(a) 1-3

(b) 4-6

(d) 7-13
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(c) 7-13
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The tonally indeterminate beginning of'Abendglocken'
is more complex:
Ex.15a shows six inflected repetitions (downward
beams) embedded within
anascending chromatic line (upward beam) that
culminate in an arrivalon a
stable
E major plateau (bars 23-33). Here, the ascending
chromatic line lends
directionality
to the nonfunctional harmonic moves. The four-note
motives
tBlackwell
Publishers
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Ex. 15
(a) 'Abendglocken':nearest-notevariationin chromaticchord connectionsinflectedrepetition
1
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adjust with the harmony (lower stave) in accordance with the 'nearest-note
principle' discussed earlier. For comparison, Ex. 15b shows a counterpoint
exercise that also uses the nearest-note principle, but in a diatonic progression.
The melodic result is 'diatonic translation' (not inflected repetition) and a
diatonic line. The idea of nearest-note variation enables the displacement
counterpoint59of 'chromatic tonality' to be analogised with that of 'classical
tonality.60

Ex. 15 points towards a yet more radical use of inflected repetition seen in a
few Liszt pieces: the quasi-modulatory use of it, detached from harmonic
syntax. Ex. 16a, an excerpt from the Mephisto Waltz No. 3, shows a
particularlyclear instance.61By progressivelyinflecting notes in such a manner
as to anticipate pitches in F# major, the repetitions gradually transform D
minor to F# major: C# at bar 21, D# and E# at bar 23, and F# and A# at bar 27.
As shown in the pitch reduction of Ex. 16b, bars 19-26 are a digression
separating the dominant in bars 1-10 from the return of an F# context at bar
27. The digressive transitional section 'adjusts the sharps' (to adapt Rameau's
phrase) in order to effect the transition from D minor to F# major. Ex. 16c
shows that the inflected repetitions here are reflected in the work's overall
pitch structure. The D-D# inflection in the melody of Ex. 16a is analytically
clarified in Ex. 16c; as shown, it is significant at deeper levels, the latter note
being associated with the unusual dominant sonority that opens and closes the
work.
One might argue that the whole-tone configuration in bars 23-6 articulates
an altered dominant in F# major62and that therefore a functional harmonic
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16 (a) MephistoWaltzNo. 3, bars 19-27
Ex.

(b) Mephisto Waltz No. 3, bars 1-27
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syntax'controls'the modulatoryprocess.However,perhapsthe
salient;
perceptually
more
is
repetition,
definedsyntax,the syntaxof inflected
an
such
to
it
disguise
dominant
the
of
the alteredform and invertedstructure
inflected
of
transformation
the
extent that it is nearly subliminal. It is
The point
repetitionthat rendersthe sequenceof eventslogical- syntactical.
understandable
is
that the semitonal,stepwisevoice leadingin this transition
but
as a 'linear' modulation is of course another good interpretation,
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somewhat underdetermined: the coherence conferred by the stepwise
connections is substantively enhanced by the transformationallogic provided
by the inflected repetitions, which are quite conspicuous.

IV Syntactical Use of Inflected Repetition
In Ex. 16a, inflected repetition not only produces melodic phrases related by
similarity, it ordersthem syntactically. Specifically, the order of inflected
variants contributes to the coherence of the modulation. This approach
anticipates what was to become a central issue in post-tonal music. Leonard
Meyer remarks:
As the repudiation of convention led to the attenuation of tonal syntax and form
... motivic structure was, almost by default, forced into a position of structural
primacy.

... motivic structure ... had to bear the main burden of musical process and
form. As this occurred, the need for constraints governing the order of motives
and variantsbecame pressing....
Discovering a basis for (a set of constraints governing) motivic succession in the
absence of the conventions of tonal syntax and form was only one of a host of
problems bequeathed by Romanticism ...63

It would be overly strong to claim that the semitonal method of motivic
variation in Ex. 16a, in itself, constitutes the syntax for a new musical
language. Still, it does show one way that Liszt treated motivic relationships
diachronically- as an ordering principle independent of functional harmonic
syntax.
The 'Csardas Obstine' pursues a syntactical approach to motives in a yet
more thorough manner and is consequently quite unusual. As in the Mephisto
Waltz No. 3, the inflected repetition in the 'Csardas' underlies both similarity
and ordering relationships of motives; as an organising principle connecting
foreground events it seems to supersede tonal syntax. This effect is possible in
part because of the unusual tonal plan of the work. The 'Csardas' is almost
entirely based on a dominant pedal point and, except on the last beat of the
entire piece, no tonic harmony in root position appears. Against this neutral
harmonic backdrop, a four-note motive is obsessively repeated. Ex. 17 shows
some of the occurrences of the four-note motive. The main form of the
tetrachord, which corresponds to the main thematic statement, is bracketed in
Ex. 17a. Whereas formal functions such as departure (17b), contrast (17c)
and transition (17d) are more typically signalled by harmonic moves, in the
'Csardas' they are signalled by inflections of the A-G-FfE tetrachord (the
contrasting section uses a truncated, three-note version of it, G-F-Eb). The
combination of harmonic neutrality and motivic saturation confers a
syntactical role upon inflected repetition.
MusicAnalysis, 16/ii (1997)
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Ex. 17 'CsardasObstine',excerpts
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The sequence of inflected tetrachords is sketched in Ex. 18.64The work
consists of two parallel parts plus coda. The structure is based upon a deeplevel inflection, a dichotomy between A and A#. The broken beam indicates
that the leading voice of Part I is focused on the pitch A, Part II on A#. The
final note of the work displaces the A#to B, the tonic pitch. This structuraluse
of a semitonal inflection is an interopus theme for Liszt. For comparison,
Ex. 19 sketches one of these other inflection-based works. Its main structural
motion is a C-CtC departure and return pattern (as stemmed). Like the
'Csardas', it is based upon an extended dominant prolongation. However, the
'Csardas' is more unusual in its choice of scale degree to inflect, using scale
degree i. Though minor-to-major pieces are frequently seen, the 'Csardas'
inflects the third of not the tonic but the dominantharmony.
Schenker recognised that a semitonal dichotomy (as shown in Exs. 18 and
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Ex. 18 Tetrachordsfrom the 'CsardasObstine'
Part I
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19) can be a centralstructuralevent. In the commentson his middleground
graph of Beethoven,Op. 81a/I, he says 'here gN2and g2 are engaged in a
strugglewith one another- only two single notes, certainlynot a motive
repetitionin the usualsense.And yet the synthesisof the entiref1rstmovement
circles around this conflict.'65Interestingly,what is not mentioned in
Schenker'sanalysisis thatthe significantsemitonemanifestsitselfat the surface
as an inflectedrepetition!Ex. 20 showsthe relevantpassage.
Similarly,the deep-levelA-A#semitonaldichotomyin Liszt's'Csardas'has
Ex. 20 Beethoven,Piano Sonatain ESmajor,Op. 81a, firstmovement,bars 35-8
1
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reverberationsat the surface. Ex. 17a shows that the main thematic statement
in Part I uses B melodic minor over the dominant, which produces a crossrelationof A#and A. Ex. 17e at the downbeat of bar 33 shows that this relation
is highlighted when the position of the A# is shifted to sound it as a
simultaneous discord. Ex. 17f shows one of the several spots in which this
discordantsound is developed, here in the scalar ascent passage. The harsh
voice exchanges between seconds could have been easily avoided, and are
perhapshere by design. They serve to recall the semitonal clash of Ex. 17e.
Though the conflict of A# and A is temporarily resolved in Part II, where
melody and accompaniment 'agree' upon A# in both right and left hands (Ex.
17g), it returns at bars 283-98. There, A# and A tetrachord versions alternate
as a kind of compressed summary of Parts I and II. The A-A# tetrachordal
alternationis shown in Ex. 18: bars 283 and 287, and 291 and 295.
The rationale governing the ordering of the tetrachords is like that seen in
the Mephisto Waltz No. 3. Roughly put, new pitches are momentarily
introduced in earlier sections before they are emphasised in later sections.
Connected circled notes in Ex. 18 indicate the anticipatory inflections. Part I
begins with the primary form of the tetrachord, A-G-FFE. Subsequent
versions introduce the inflected notes E# and Eb. Connective lines in the
example's first system show that these prepare the G-F-Eb trichord of the
contrasting (B) section at bars 89-104. A varied repetition of bars 5-112
begins at bar 113. A second example of preparationtakes place at bar 169. In
the varied repetition of the A section, a new tetrachord is interpolated before
the scalar ascent. The reason for the interpolation is given in what follows. By
introducing the pitch G#, it prepares the large-scale shift to the major mode at
bar 235: Gh- 8 in the minor mode - is replaced by G#, 8 in the major mode.
The interpolated section leads into the scalar ascent at bar 179 after the G# is
neutralised at bar 177; this neutralisation gesture clearly parallels the earlier
neutralisationof ESby E (at bars 105-12) .
Changes of mode in the two transitions are effected by 'neutralising'foreign
notes through inflection. As indicated by the curved arrows, in the first
transition (bars 105-12), F is first inflected to F#, and then Ebto E. The longer
second transition (bars 211-34) has to change more notes since it is inflecting
B minor into B major. The notes F, A, Eband G are shifted to F#, Bb(=A#))E
and G# as shown. In this way, the new notes are introduced progressively
before being 'structuralised' in Part II, as scale steps in B major. Although
preparing and neutralising chromatic notes is a common-practice technique,
the usage here is different since the inflected repetitions serve not to reinforce
but ratherto replace the cohesiveness provided by functional harmonic links.
At the tonic close, A and A# as descant pitches are abandoned in favour of
B. At bar 251 the major-mode version of the tetrachord is inflected
(AFGFFFE to AFGFFFE#). As bracketed, at bar 283 this inflected version is
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combined with its transposition to produce an octave species.66 After a
chromatic rise to 3 (stemmed) beginning at bar 295 - a rise that emerges out
of a parallel sixths motion in an inner voice (circled) - the transposed
tetrachord DFCkB-A#, now detached from the octave species, is repeated at
bar 311. It suggests mediant more than tonic harmony in this context.
Consistent with the ongoing strategy of preparatoryinflection, at bar 307, it is
anticipated by an inflected version of itself: D-C-B-A. At bar 328, replacing
the fourth note of the tetrachord with a crotchet rest implies the displacement
of A# to B, and with it, a tonic arrival.This way of engineering tonic arrivalis
passive and thus peculiarly abrupt. The arrival is scarcely cadential because
the chromatic rise and subsequent mediant harmony in bars 299-327
overwhelm the aural connection of the dominant in bar 235 to the tonic in bar
328. This weak resolution suits the work - a work in which an inflectiondriven motivic sequence, rather than harmonic changes, leads the musical
development.
This analysis of the 'Csardas Obstine' ties in with recent scholarship that
considers the problematic split between syntactical and associative musical
features. A basic tonal analysis usually takes into consideration at least two
theoretical realms: a syntactical realm comprising matters of voice-leading
structure and harmonic succession, and an 'associative' realm, comprising a
similarity/equivalencenetwork formed between motives or other thematicised
entities such as sonorities, specific keys or specific pitches. The usual account
of chromaticism's significance in both realms is familiar enough: from the
syntactical perspective, a chromatic note is viewed as a derived feature
embedded within an underlying diatonic system; from the associative
perspective, a chromatic note is viewed as a potential candidate for
thematicisation - either alone or as part of a motive. Analytical exegesis of
chromatic music involves, among other things, successfully mediating between
these two realms. This is inherently difficult, insofar as principles of
equivalence and similarityare different in kind from those of tonal syntax.
As Schenker has noted, the incompatibility between the syntactical and
associative realms vanishes in cases where one supports the other- where
associative features are demonstrably wedded to voice-leading structure.
Specifically, when elements in an associative network, which are related with
respect to criteria of similarity or equivalence, are also related with respect to
their manner of voice leading or harmonic derivation, the problem of
mediating between the two realms is solved. However, this symbiotic
relationship is not always present. This is the conclusion of Richard Cohn in
his critique of Schenkerian views of motive: 'motivic relations create their own
independent source of unity, interacting with the Ursatz hierarchy yet
maintaining ultimate autonomy with respect to it.'67Though Cohn's argument
specifically focuses upon motive, it applies to the issue of reconciling
MusicAnalysis,16/ii (1997)
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associative relationships of any type with underlying harmonic and voiceleading syntax.
That significant associative and syntactical features may not only be
independently derived (as Cohn suggests) but may actually compete with one
another is taken up by PatrickMcCreless.68He argues that in the course of the
nineteenth century, the associative realm takes on increasing significance and,
by the time of Wagner, overwhelms the syntactical. To make his point, he
compares Wagnerand Mozart excerpts:
The music is a riot of associative meaning, with keys, chords, melodic pitches,
and melodic linear motives all enmeshed with the drama and associatively
connected to the structure of the entire Ring. The pitch-related associations and
cross-referencestell virtuallythe whole story: lines and voice leading are present,
as they must be; but surely, in contrast to the situation that obtained in the
Mozart Andante, they are subordinate to the associative references, and not vice
versa.
What this historical process amounts to ultimately is the undermining of the
syntagmaticby the paradigmatic.69

McCreless's position hints at a more radical possibility: that in some chromatic
music of the later tonal period, the associative network may itself be organised
syntactically,and, further, that this organisation competes with the underlying
voice leading and harmonic syntax in significant ways. McCreless mentions
this possibility (in terms of Saussure's syntagmatic/paradigmaticdistinction)
after discussing the central motivic role of the pitch class Cb/Bin the Andante
from Mozart's Symphony in G Minor:
To tell the story of this single pc is to tell the story of a central tonal aspect of the
work. To be sure, the next step in telling this story would be to develop a
syntagmatics of the way the motive is used in event space; just identifying its
many occurrences is not in itself sufficient. But to work out a theory of how such
a paradigmaticelement operates in time across musical time is beyond the scope
of the discussion here.70

This notion of a contextually defined syntactical process runs against the grain
of tonal analysis: the very term 'tonal music' implies a dominance of tonal
syntax. Though other syntactical processes may be present,7lroughly speaking,
they are presumably subservient to, or at least compatible with, tonal syntax.
Indeed, the superseding of tonal by other kinds of syntax is taken by many to
be the defining trait of a non-tonal idiom. Still, as McCreless notes, even in
pieces such as the 'Csardas Obstine', in which a tonal structure is discernible,
the role of other syntactical devices can be quite prominent. In his article
'Sound and Syntax', Edward T. Cone considers an example in which the
relationshipbetween tonal and non-tonal syntaxes is equivocal:
I have described this song [Schoenberg's'Die Aufgeregten,' Op. 3, No. 2] as one
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displayingunconventionalsuccessionsthat are inconsistentwith its traditional
syntax,but a more profoundanalysiswouldreversethese terms:it wouldfind a
generalnon-tonalsyntaxat oddszviththe localpreservation
of certainconventional
chord
added)
successions.72

(emphasis

What is interesting about the 'Csardas Obstine', in Cone's terms, is that it is
'equivocal' like 'Die Aufgeregten'.
It creates the semblance of a non-tonal
syntactical process at the surface while the deepest level (which articulates a
V-I progression)
conveys tonal resolution,
even if insecurely.
There are
certainly localised V-I progressions (over a dominant pedal) at the surface that
permit a tonal analysis in B Minor. But arguing that the presence of these V-I
motions
conveys a grounded,
tonal syntax overlooks
the nonfunctional
harmonic motions running throughout
the piece that are governed by an
inflection
process not tied to directed harmonic
progressions.
Instead of
moving between
two kinds of syntactical
processes
across time as 'Die
Aufgeregten'
does, the 'Csardas Obstine' hierarchically
layers one kind of
syntax within another.
The background
V-I and A-AkB
motion
has
embedded within it the nonfunctional
syntax of melodic transformation.
The
fusion of harmonic
centrifugality
with a coherent
strategy of inflection
instantiates the kind of syntax outside of tonality that McCreless and Meyer
claim was pointed to in later nineteenth-century
music by the ascendancy of
assoclatlve networks.
.

.

Conclusion
An evolutionary
narrative that corresponds
with my account of inflected
repetition
might read thus: the nineteenth-century
fascination
with the
expressive power of inflected repetition (e.g. Italian opera cadenzas) and with
the colouristic properties of chromaticism
(e.g. Schubertian modal shifts) led
composers to explore ways of incorporating pitch inflections in musical design
and structure.
Reflecting
ideas regarding
speech-like
motivicism
and
organic process, inflected repetition begins to take on a prominent role in
motivic development
and thematic transformation
(e.g. B Minor Sonata,
'D'Obermann'
and Concerto No. 2). Liszt's exposure to the Greek notion of
Metabole was synchronistic with (and perhaps fuelled) his already active
interest in methods
of melodic
transformation.
With regard to musical
structure, inflected repetition
appears in the context of a chromatic but
nonetheless
functional harmonic vocabulary. But in adventurous
passages,
particularly in the later works, it appears without functional harmonic support
in such a way as to give motivic process a syntactical role. This syntactical use
of inflected repetition can be regarded as a signal event, one that anticipates
the exploration of new kinds of syntax in twentieth-century
music, and marks
the furthest point to which Liszt was able to take the building-block
of the
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'expressive chromatic moment', as instantiated by uses of ornamental inflected
repetition in the early part of the century.
Although I think this evolutionary account has some explanatorymerit, I do
not present it as a strong conclusion: something would be lost if we were to
collapse the multiple explanatory modes presented in this article into a unity
by an appeal to it. Searle perceptively notes that 'Liszt was a person who was
torn in many directions simultaneously'.73 Given this, to propose an
overarching narrative into which the varied conceptualisations of inflected
repetition can be fitted would be to fall prey to an overly facile reductionism.
The experimental character of works such as the 'Csardas Obstine', and its
coexistence with other works conceived in radically different terms (such as
the Rhapsody No. 19 published in the same year) suggests less a directed
evolution towards a specific musical goal than an exploration of possibilities,
possibilities best addressed through multiple conceptual modalities. Indeed,
what Kevin Korsyn says of Brahms might be said of Liszt: 'The nonconvergence, the abrasion, of discourses seems to me more essential than any
dialectical resolution'.74
NOTES
1. This phrase is Carl Dahlhaus's. For Dahlhaus, Liszt's music elevated the status of
the special effects characteristic of virtuosic and improvisational forms by
incorporating them into continuous structures with a 'solid underlying
framework'. Nineteenth-CenturyMusic, trans. J. Bradford Robinson (Berkeley:
University of CaliforniaPress, 1989), p. 137.
2. The scalar approach is found in Serge Gut, Les Elementsdu langagemusical(Paris:
Editions Klincksieck, 1975) and Lajos Bardos, 'Ferenc Liszt, the Innovator',
Studia Musicologica,17 (1975), pp. 3-38. For harmonic approaches, see Zoltan
Gardonyi, 'Neue Tonleiter-und Sequenztypen in Liszts Fruhwerken (Zur Frage
der "Lisztchen Sequenzen")', Studia Musicologica,11 (1969), pp. 169-99; Bengt
Johnsson, 'Modernities in Liszt's Works', Svensk tidskriftfor musikforskning,46
(1964), pp. 83-117. For a Hungarian approach, see Bence Szabolcsi, The Tzvilight
of Fran: Lisst, trans. Andras Deak (Budapest: Publishing House of the Hungarian
AcademyofSciences, 1959).
3. David Allen Damschroder, 'The Structural Foundations of "The Music of the
Future": A Schenkerian Study of Liszt's Weimar Repertoire' (PhD diss., Yale
University, 1981). Allen Forte, 'Liszt's Experimental Idiom and Music of the
Early Twentieth Century', 19th-CenturyMusic, 10 (1987), pp. 209-28. Robert
Morgan, 'Dissonant Prolongations: Theoretical and Compositional Precedents',
ffournal of Music Theory, 20 (1976), pp. 49-91. James Baker, 'The Limits of
Tonality in the Late Music of Franz Liszt', ffournalof Music Theory34/ii (1990),
pp. 145-73.
4. In this article I use the term inflection to refer to shifts by either diatonic or
chromatic semitone.
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5. The following literature takes up this kind of semitonal transformation. John
Roeder, 'Harmonic Implications of Schoenberg's Observations of Atonal Voice
Leading',Yournal
ofMusicTheory,33 (1989), pp. 27-62. Lajos Zeke, "'Successive
Polymodality" or Different Modes Based on the Same Final in Liszt's Works',
Studia Musicologica,28 (1986), pp. 173-86. Harold Adams Thompson, 'The
Evolution of Whole-Tone Sound in Liszt's Original Piano Works' (PhD diss.,
Louisiana State University, 1974). Istvan Szelenyi, 'Der unbekannte Liszt', Studia
Musicologica,5 (1963), pp. 311-31. Ramon Satyendra, 'Chromatic Tonality and
Semitonal Relationships in the Music of Liszt' (PhD diss., University of Chicago,
1992).
6. Ernst I(urth, RomantischeHarmonik und ihre Krise in Wagner's'Tristan',3rd edn
(Berlin: Hesse, 1923). See part 3 (particularly,pp. 159-82).
7. I use the word 'craft' to denote the 'analysis of particularstrategies of production
which, ... from characteristicsof the work itself, serve to furnish a model for the
production of the work', Jean Molino's definition of 'poietic'. Cited in JeanJacques Nattiez, Music and Discourse:Tozvard
a Semiologyof Music, trans. Carolyn
Abbate (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), p. 13.
8. Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, trans. Roy E. Carter (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1978) and Fundamentalsof Musical Composition,ed.
Gerald Strang and Leonard Stein (1967; repr. London: Faber, 1985).
9. 'Chord spaces' involve the defining of specific correspondences between chords
and scales, as considered in George Russell, TheLydianChromaticConceptof Tonal
Organicationfor Improvisation(New York:Concept Publishing, 1959).
10. Patrick McCreless, 'Ernst Kurth and the Analysis of the Chromatic Music of the
Late Nineteenth Century', Music TheorySpectrum,5 (1983), p. 59; Leonard B.
Meyer, Style and Music: Theory,History and Ideology(Philadelphia: University of
PennsylvaniaPress, 1989) .
11. This is not to say that there are no subtle associations. Ex. 2's D-D# is anticipated
in the introduction's inflected repetition at bar 9, and its Dt is immediately picked
up and harmonically underscored in the codetta progression that directly follows
it (bars 87-96).
12. Verdi uses inflected repetition similarly: see, for example, Ernani, p. 36/1/2
(Ricordi). Expressive inflected repetition also appears in improvised operatic
ornaments into the twentieth century. See Will Crutchfield, 'Vocal Ornamentation
in Verdi: the Phonographic Evidence', 19th-CenturyMusic, 7/i (1983), pp. 3-29,
Exs. 39 and 57.
13. This is pointed out by Lajos Zeke in 'Successive Polymodality'.
14. Edward T. Cone, ed., Berlioc: Fantastic Symphony (New York: Norton, 1971),
pp. 276-7.
15. Liszt's music is exceptional in the extent to which inflected repetition assumes a
'thematic' role - taking the term 'theme' in the literary sense of 'the rationale
behind the [recurring]images and symbols' in a work (Roger Fowler, A Dictionary
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of Modern Critical Terms,rev. edn (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1987),
p. 248). The notion that a musical process - not just musical objects - might be
thematic is not new. For instance, it is not just the Tristan chord in itself but,
rather, the procedureof resolving it variablythat is regardedas a theme of Wagner's
Tristan.And in GeneralicedMusicalIntervalsand Transformations
(New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1987), David Lewin points to formally defined transformational
processes as the intraopus 'rationale'behind patterns of musical events in selected
works from Bach to Carter.
16. Ernst Kurth, Ernst Kurth: SelectedWritings,trans. Lee A. Rothfarb (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 103-9. The example from Das Rheingold
is on p. 107.
17. Here I use the term 'structure' as David Beach does, to refer to a composition's
'underlying voice leading, or, in other words, its contrapuntal-harmonic
framework'. David Beach, 'Schubert's Experiments with Sonata Form: FormalTonal Design versus Underlying Structure', Music TheorySpectrum, 15 (1993),
p. 2.
18. IRurth,SelectedWritings,pp. 104, 105.
19. Ibid., p. 108.
20. Ibid., p. 107. I(urth particularly emphasises pitch inflection in his discussion of
musical colour; other writers consider parameters other than pitch. For example,
Riemann, who, like Kurth, notes the ascendancy of musical colour in music of his
time, considers registral contrasts, instrumental timbre and dynamics as
colouristic (Hugo Riemann, Praludien und Studien: GesammelteAugsatse sur
Aesthetik, Theorie und Geschichteder Musik (1895; reprint, Nendeln: IRrausThomson, 1976), pp. 54-64).
21. Leonard G. Ratner, Romantic Music: Sound and Syntax (New York: Schirmer
Books, 1992), p. 299.
22. Charles Rosen, The Romantic Generation(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1995), pp. 38 and 508.
23. The rise of musical colour in the nineteenth century was not always met with
favour. In his study of Liszt reception in Berlin, Keith T. Johns notes that the
critic Lindner 'censured Liszt for simply repeating themes using different tonecolours'. 'The Music of the Future and the Berlin Critics: Franz Liszt Returns to
the Singakademie, December 1855', ffournal of the American Lisst Society, 23
(1988), p. 26. Lindner's review appears in VossicheZeitung, 288 (8 December
1855), supp., pp. 2-4.
24. It is of course possible to evaluate any verticalityas a distinct 'colour' type. Doing
so allows us to include other examples that are like the major-augmented contrast
in 'Marche funebre'. For example, the opening of the Second Elegy pits a
dominant-seventh against a diminished-seventh sonority; the opening of
Maledictionpits an 046B PSC (pitch Tn-type set-class, after Morris) against a
dominant-seventhsonority.
25. Inbars 68-71, the thirdversion outlines the augmented triad of bars 59-67 before
5¢
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displacing the C# to D, which semitonally transforms the augmented triad into a
D minor arrivalat bar 72. In this way, the semitonal strategycontinues beyond the
point at which inflected repetition ends. Indeed, the entire first half of the work
(bars 1-49) is based on semitonal voice-leading motions.
26. Morgan, 'Dissonant Prolongations'.
27. Liszt's oft-noted interest in the augmented and diminished chord types stems in
part from their distinctive sonority; dissonant prolongation should be regarded as
not only a structural but also a colouristic phenomenon. To argue that harmonic
function takes priority over harmonic colour in Liszt's use of these symmetrical
chords overlooks the fact that in, dissonant prolongation, normal chord functions
do not alwaysmanifest themselves.
28. Szelenyi, 'Der unbekannte Liszt'.
29. Liszt's interest may have been stimulated by Carl Friedrich Weitzmann's treatise
Musik (1855g reprint, Wiesbaden:
der griechischen
on Greek music: Geschichte
Sandig, 1973). The treatise was published in Berlin in 1855s Liszt was in Berlin
conducting his own works in December of that year - with Weitzmann in
attendance - and apparently made the Greek theory sketchbook entry around
then. They were on friendly terms as whist partners. Francois Joseph Fetis,
another of Liszt's associates, was interested in Greek music theory and published
in 'Memoire sur cette question: Les grecs et les romains
a description of Metabole
ont-ils connu l'harmonie simultanee des sons. Et ont-ils fait usage dans leur
musique?', Memoiresde l'academieroyalede Belgique,31 (1858), p. 30. Even
discounting the possibility of direct influence through Weitzmann, Liszt had
opportunities to acquire knowledge of Metabolethrough a variety of nearby
sources.
30. Szelenyi, 'Der unbekannte Liszt', p. 319.
31. Ibid.,p. 318 (my translation).
32. To his credit, Szelenyi avoids a one-sided presentation of his argument for Greek
in Liszt's music can be related
influence; he also shows how instances of Metabole
to Fetis's notion of an 'ordre omnitonique', and scale forms drawn from Gypsy
music.

Music,p. 242. Cf. Dahlhaus's statement with Liszt's
33. Dahlhaus, Nineteenth-Century
essay on the HaroldSymphony, Gesammelte Schriften, ed. Lina Ramann (Leipzig:
Breitkopf and Hartel, 1882), p. 69, para. 2. Thanks go to Jim Deaville and Alan
Walkerfor pointing out this connection to me.
34. Liszt frequently adopted the speech-like tone of the recitative in his instrumental
music. A comprehensive survey of recitativesin Liszt's piano music is to be found
in Ben Arnold, 'Recitative in Liszt's Solo Piano Music', ffournalof theAmerican
LisstSociety,24 (1988), pp. 3-22.
35. In the 1855 version Liszt cuts the introduction (and with it the music of Ex. 7a).
Instead, the introduction's trichordal inflected repetitions appear at bars 119-124
in a developmental section.
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36. Liszt uses this term in discussing musical process in 'fromBerlioz and his Harold
Symphony', in The RomanticEra, vol. 5 of SourceReadingsin Music History, ed.
Oliver Strunk (New York:Norton, 1965) , p. 114.
37. Ibid.,p.112.
38. Pitches are enharmonicallyrespelled to facilitate pitch-class comparisons.
39. By hexatonic, I mean a scalar realisationof sc 6-20.
40. Ex. 9 involves the parent phenomenon of which inflected repetition is a subtype.
Semitonal transformationof a pitch collection is more general than inflected
repetition. The latter requiresthat the transformationnot be abstract (as it may be
in the former) but literal- that is, that it take the form of a nearly exact repetition.
Semitonal transformation plays a significant role in Liszt's music; in Ex. 9 it
occurs six times - twice 'literally'as inflected repetition.
41. Though this section turns to the structural from the colouristic aspect of
chromatic harmony, their interdependence (as considered in the first part of the
article) should be kept in mind. This is worth mentioning, for their interdependence tends to be understated in music theory today, whose emphasis on
the structural properties of pitches has diverted attention from one important
sense of the word 'chromatic'. 'Of or relating to colour or colour phenomena and
sensations', one English dictionary'sfirst definition of'chromatic', is not generally
musicology's first. The Harvard Dictionary of Music defines 'chromaticism' in
relational terms: 'the use of tones extraneous to the diatonic scale'. If we keep in
mind chromatic harmony's role as a vehicle for colouristic effects (which may be
highlighted through inflected repetition), it becomes easier to see how the natural
connection between chromatic harmonic motion and inflected repetition might
have seemed aesthetically felicitous to composers. Webster's
Ninth Nezu Collegiate
Dictionary (Springfield, MA: Merriam-Webster, 1990), p. 238. Willi Apel,
Harvard Dictionaryof Music (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1962),
p. 144. The structural view of chromatic analysis underlying recent work is
outlined in William Mitchell's classic article 'The Study of Chromaticism',
ffournalof Music Theory,6 (1962), pp. 56-75.
42. This principle is known by jazz soloists. The guitar virtuoso Steve Morse remarks
'any progression has key notes that are going to have to change. Let's use a
primitive example: going from a rock and roll C5 [a C chord without a 3rd] to A
major .... One of your main concerns will be to change all the Cs to C#s in your
mind.... you can play melodic lines in C and then continue right from where you
left off using the same notesas you zvere.Just avoid the Bband change the C to C#'
(emphasis mine). Steve Morse, interview by Jan Obrecht, The GuitarPlayerBook,
3rd rev. edn (New York:Grove Press, 1983), p. 197.
43. Schoenberg, Theoryof Harmony,p. 39.
44. Schoenberg, Fundamentalsof MusicalComposition,p. 21.
45. Fred Lerdahl discusses 'classical tonal pitch space', a 'mental schema' that models
the way we hear the relative structuralweight of notes in diatonic tonality. 'Tonal
Pitch Space', Music Perception,5 (1987), p. 316.
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46. Any economical voice leading may 'generate' a different pair of chord-spaces. For
our purposes here, the 'law of the shortest way' is interpreted as encompassing
any reasonably economical voice-leading connection, and not necessarily just a
unique 'most economical' one.
47. This theoretical discussion could be expanded by taking into account other
commonly used mappings: 'real' transposition, mixture, and mixture plus
rotation.
48. A discussion employing modal mappings that conceives of scale systems as
analogues of one another is Allen Forte's 'The Diatonic Looking Glass, or an
Ivesian Metamorphosis', Musical Quarterly(1992), particularlypp. 361-9.
49. 'Station 1' illustrates this: though it implies a sentence form, the statement (bars
1-6) and continuation (bars 7-15) contain no functional harmonic moves. Ex. 1
shows the opening of'Station 1'.
50. This harmonic complex (Eb,C, A, F#) is thematic in the work as a whole, as noted
in Carl Dahlhaus, 'Liszts Bergsymphonieund die Idee der Symphonischen
(1975), p. 117.
Dichtung', ahrbuch desStaatlichenInstitutfurMusikforschung
51. The sole exception is the interval E to F# in the connection of chords to the D
maor trsac.
.

.

52. In this article, I use the word modulation to refer both to sustained changes of
tonic and to momentary tonicisations.
53. Gioseffo Zarlino, On the Modes, book 4 of Istitutioniharmoniche,trans. Vered
Cohen (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), p. 52.
54. Jean-Phillippe Rameau, Treatiseon Harmony, trans. Philip Gossett (New York:
Dover, 1971), p. 268.
55. Heinrich Schenker, Harmony, ed. Oswald Jonas, trans. Elisabeth Mann Borgese
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954), p. 330.
56. In strict academic canons, parallelismis maintained to the cadence. However, this
treatment is not the norm in most tonal genres.
57. The placid characterof 'Gretchen', which contrasts with the turbulence of 'Faust',
is conveyed in part by the understated chromaticism here. Inflected repetition is
significant elsewhere: the central transformation of the 'motif of doubt' into the
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